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CHAPTER I 
THE PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 
Statement of Problem 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the 
sources of information concerning the major factors which 
contribute to a creative attitude in education, with 
particular emphasis on music education1 and to record the 
_resulting creative music activities. It is directed toward 
helping the teacher meet the challenges of the present 
educational program while considering the implications of 
the pr(jsent conception of the 11Wider goals ;' of education 
through creative teaching. 
The change of emphasis in the creative approach to 
music education from the phase concerned only with the 
actual writing of music itself to the broader interpretation 
of the term as applied to all creative musical activity 
will f'orm the Da.sis of this study. It is expected that 
findings of' this inquiry will provide a oasis for the 
continuance of creative activities in the music education 
program and a closer integration of music and other 
subject matter areas in the school curriculum. 
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One of the greatest contributions of this attempt is 
-to interpret the various educational areas in their relation 
• 
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to tht~ total creat i ve approach6 to present research which 
has implications for the attitudes being discussed6 and to 
show classroom possioilities and suggestions which are 
consistent with the general philosophy of creative education. 
The Creative Music Committee of the Music Educators 
. . . l . . 
National Conference has stated t hat any music activity which 
promotes growth and development of the individual child6 
allows him to express himself, and provides him with 
experiences according to hi s indi vidual musical capabilities 
can be a truly creative activi ty. 
It is hoped that many areas i n music education may 
be identified wherein there is a need for more thorough 
understanding between young people, their teachers, and the 
purposes and bent~fits of creative nmsic activity in the 
schools. 
1 Report of Creative ~msic Committee for Nrosic 
Educators Nat i onal Qonference1 1951. chicago, Illinois: Music Bduc~tors National Conference • 
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Source of Problem 
The need for thil:l study was created by an analysis 
of the present concept of creative attitudes in music 
education as surveyed by the National Committee on Creative 
Music of the Music Educators National Conference. Whereas 
the general misconception of the term creative music has 
as its genesis mere song-writing or instrument-making, 
the broader interpretation places the stress on creative 
learning through music activity. The school is not 
concerned primarily in developing creative products such as 
musical compositions and student made instruments, even if 
this could be done. It must properly be interested in, and 
must rely chiefly on, activities which are concerned with 
the individual growth and development of the whole child 
through music. The value of creative music activities lies 
only in the extent to which it indicates the individual 
development of the child producing it. 
Music education fails of its purpose when it does 
not contribute to growth on the part of the children. 
One good curriculum authority states that: 
(a) all children have some creative 
potentialities; 
(b) all types of school activity have some 
creative possibilities; 
(c) the best basis for creative expression is a 
rich and stimulating school environment; 
(d) imposition stifles and defe~ts the creative 
impulses in children; and 
(e) giving first and major emphases to skills 
and techniques restricts and hinders creative 
effort on the part of pupils. 1 
Rugg says: "The creative impulse is within the 
child himself. No educational discovery of our generation 
has had such far~reaching implicat ions. It has a two-fold 
significance: first~ that every child is born with the 
power to create; second~ that th~ task of the school is to 
surround the child with an environmtint which draws out his 
creative power.u2 This applies to any phase of education, 
-
and certainly music education must utilize the full import 
of this point of view. 
1 Caswell, Hollis L., "Developing Creative Interests 
and abilities;' , .b:ducation . in the ..1:1l ementary Sct10o1, 
pp. 147 -16~ . ~ New York: Americctn .ooolr Company, 1942. 
~ Rugg~ · Harold 6., Schumaker, Ann, The Child-Centered 
Sc hool, p. ~~8. New York: _ World Book Company, 1928. 
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Creative self-expression has ueen one of the 
predominant aims of educ at i on in th~ child-centered schools 
be ing established throughout our country. 11 Tb.e princ iples 
of creative education have been implicit in t he work of 
Parker and Dewey in t heir earlie s t endeavors. They ue re 
abl y supported by Ki l patrick, as well as oy Hu,sg , in 
dls cussions of the reconstructed t heory of t he educative 
.. 1 process and child-c enter•ed education ." 
The potentia litie s of Cl"eativity in music , espec ially 
as it appli es to little children, were demonstrated in the 
early half of the twent i eth century by ,;;)atis Goleman. Her 
work was based upon an understanding of the psychology of 
the creative act and a conception of learning which was 
different from the prevailing thought of the day in regard 
to teaching children. Through her efforts body education, 
rhythmic education, and music education were merged. This 
work in creativity in music was a significant factor in 
the transition from early music educat i on practices to the 
modern concept of music activity. 
1 Brooks., .!:3. Marian., and Brown, H:.trry A., .Music 
Education. in the Elementary ::>cbool1 p. 15. New York: American Book Company, 1946. .. . .. 
-==-- --~-=-===-
Justification of Problem 
The entire subject of music education has been 
investigated and given a great deal of thought in the past 
few years. Two of the most significant trends in the whole 
process have been tb.e rise and deve lopment of creative music 
and the almost unoeli eva bl e discov·ery of addt!d musical 
activi ties in the elementary schools. Since self-expression 
has been one of the dominant aims of education in the child-
centered schools 1 it is not too difficult to realize the 
implications of these new trends. 
The writer hopes that the discussion of some common 
educational thoughts in regard to creativi~y and its 
relation to the school program1 as well as an explanation 
of possible correlation of the music program with other 
school subjects, may lead the educator to reali ze the varied 
music activities which may be included under the term 
creative. Although the essentia~ unity of creative expressior 
is a point of view not yet widely understood, it is one 
of the most important areas in education today. 
6 
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I Scope of Problem 
The entire matter of creative activities should not 
be considered as another suoject or area, nor should it be 
a separate approach to education. It is treated separately 
here merely to give it stronger emphasis. The creative 
attitude in education should be present in every phase of 
school life. 
Music educators have -been aware for some time of the 
many interpretations of the term creativity in music. In 
.fact, it is in the arts that the basis for the creative 
spir1t has flourished. 
11 For example, Nimkoff oelieved beauty to be a 
universal lan~age, and said th~t rhythm, form, 
color, lines, design, symmetry, balance, sound, 
and movement bring about universal feelings. 
Coleridge declared that dress, dancing, 
~rchitecture, poetry, and so on, belong to the 
fine arts because 'they were bottomed in the 
same principles.' According to Rodin, painting, 
sculpture, literature, and music are more 
closely related than is generally believed. 
They express all the sentiments of the human 
soul in the light of nature. It is only the 
means of expression which vary. Likewise, 
Eloert Huboard has said that all arts are really 
one, and this one art is simply expression--
the expression of mind, speaking through its 
highest instrument, man.*·:HnVe agree with Hughes 
Mearns that 'From the point _  of view of the 
creative spirit, the artf are one·; only tb.e 
product is different. ' 11 
1 Peck, Genevieve, Helen Rees, and Dorothy Taylor, 
11 An 'S.per:tment in the Correlati_on of the Arts'1 11 Creative Schools, p. 164. V'fash:!-ngton, D. c.: Nat~onal_ ..i!:ducation 
Association; Department of ~lemen~a~y ~chool Principals, 
July, 1944. 
7 
It is interesting to note that little material has 
been published as to creative materials in the educational 
program as a whole. There has been a vague and general 
reference made to creativity in teaching, but until recently, 
few have ventured to express themselves in the matter. This 
is interesting from the point of view of the music educator, 
for he has felt for a long time that music education has 
been the only phase of the educational program which bas 
felt this general misunderstanding as to what creative 
teaching meant. Music educators can feel somewhat encouraged 
that they have be·e·n doing quite a satisfactory piece of work 
in the field without knowing exactly whether it could be 
integrated with the school curriculum. · 
They ~ve oeen seriously working out a program of 
integration of the various areas of music education within 
the subject itself. For instance, singing, dramatization, 
.. , 
listening, creating, playing instruments, music reading, 
dancing and other rhythmic activities are no longer 
thought of as separate parts of' nn..1sic education but have 
·been incorporated into a unified program. Thus 1 music-
learning experiences are no longer thought of, by either 
teacher or pupil, as isolated parts of the music program with 
a fixed number of minutes allotted to it on certain school 
days. 
8 
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It is this demand for correlating music activities 
that has given rise to the impetus surrounding the entire 
creativity idea in music education. In a later chapter the 
factors concerned with creative teachi ng will be discussed. 
It will then be demonstrated that music education has be en 
creat i ve in its application f or some time within its own 
particular field. That may be one of the reasons why music 
education, concerned with cre ativity within its own program, 
was embarking on a program tha t other fields of education 
we re later to re c ognize as important to the whole educational 
program. 
However, musi c is n~ l onger a separat e and special 
subject , and educators c onc erned with other pa rticular 
fi elds hav e also begun t o realize that their work s hould 
cut through · all subject -matt er to broaden and enr i ch their 
content. This type of correlated curriculum can be highly 
develop~d and creative activity is one of the most widely 
discussed phases of education today since teaching this 
t ype of program demands a creative approach. 
11 It does not mean, however, that here in the 
curriculum at a particular time a certain piece of music 
shall be taught because it fits into a particular phase of 
American history. This has been the d ifficulty with much 
so-called music integration. The teacher decides what 
I======-~~=-=9F==-=========-=-=~~~================~=-=-=-==-=~~~============================~======== 
music fits into a certa i n unit 1 and it is handed out to the 
child. He has no part in its selection, nor does he sense 
its value. It carries no more meaning for him than it would 
if it had been taught at some other time. It is merely 
bringi ng together certain facts and materials based on a 
center of interest.u 1 
This whole matter of creative integration is one that 
must be furthered if educational progress is to continue. 
Here is the chance for music to show the teacher t hat all 
good teachers are creative, whether they realize it or not 1 
that crea tive teaching in music is no different than 
creative teaching in any other suoject matter area, and 
that all areas of instruction may be creatively integrated 
in some way through music. 
More teachers hesitate to commit themselves in this 
matter of creativity than in any other part of the music 
prog ram. This is true of both the special teacher of music 
and the grade school teacher who has had little experience 
with music as a formal subject. Music educators are 
cognizant of the fact that the traditional and perhaps 
mechanical style of formal music teaching has been 
pract i ced and is still cont i nued in many of our public 
1 Brooks 1 Marian, and Harry Brown1 £E• cit., p. 254. 
10 
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schools. This would appear to be out of line with the 
attitudes and aims of the educational practices in the 
other suojects in the school curriculum. 
It is the purpose of this inquiry# then, to furnish 
material for those teachers interested in making more 
significant the musical experiences of every child by 
investigating this matter of creativity as it applies to 
the entire educational program, by discussing creative 
music activities as they have been previously considered, 
and to re-evaluate and list the various creative music 
activities as they would apply to the present-day methods 
of music education • 
11 
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THE PRObLEM AS IT APPLI~S TO THE ~DUCATIONAL PROGRAM 
Creative Education 
A great deal of material has ueen written in regard 
to creative school experiences and activities. It i s felt 
that because creativity is a part of every school activi ty 
it is difficult to separate or isol~te. A fixed and 
' I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
.I 
il 
regulated approach to creative work is not deemed advi sable, il 
but the reac t ion of the activity on the children is accepted 
to oe of great i mportance. For t he purpose of this study 
it is important to understand the -oackground of creativity 
as it applies to the educational program. What then is 
creative education? 
According to tl1.e National Elementa'ry Principal's 
Magazine 111 Education 1 implies learning., development; 
.~ . 
'creative' implies th~t something is affected by the child's 
own personal react i on to the situ~tion. 'Creative 
education' then signifies tha t development which is 
influenced by the child's own personal thoughts and 
feelings. It is that part of · education which places value 
on the child's individual reactions. 11 l 
1 Lee, Dorris., and Lt. J. Murray Lee, iiCrea.tive 
II 
'I 
il 
il 
II 
!I 
II I 
li 
School Bxperiences 1 if National Blementary _Prine i,l)al., op. cit. 1 I p. 1. 
____ ...J._ 
• 
11 Education is change, and creative education is 
"' 
purposeful change. The faith that we have, and must 
possess, in order that constructive and co-operative 
thinking may lead us to goals not yet attained has been 
effectively expressed by Suzzallo in the following words: 
'All that is wrong behind us, and weak around us, 
discouraging our enthusiasm for the good we see ahead of us, 
can be mended ·because we know that men and women can be 
improved under a correct system and through the education 
which prepared human nature for it' .ul 
Creative Learning 
Vlhat, then, is the purpose of creative learning? 
11 The purposes are many. First of all, it encourages 
-
children to think their own thoughts and make their own 
interpretations. It gives children confidence in their own 
thinking and feeling when they find that their reactions 
are accepted on the same basis as those of others. It 
encourages and clarifies imaginative thinking, which must 
be distinguished from thoughts and feelings with a factual 
1 Struck , F. Theodore, Creat i ve Teaching, p. 569. 
New York: . John Wiley and Sons, Inc., -1938 • .... 
\' \ 1~ 
I 0 
,, _ 
. (Suzzallo, Henr·y, Our Faith In Bducation, pp. 106-8.) , 
I' 
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basis and from those that must check with reality. It 
improves the quality of children's rea ctions, not only 
because these must be their own, out also because they 
must represent progress for the child. 
"Creative learning is also an important factor in 
-
mental health. If a child is encouraged to make his own 
responses to a situation, to express his feelings, and to 
interpret himself, it helps him to overcome a number of 
personal problems. It helps the repressed child, gives 
confidence to the overtimid, and gives the child with 
feelings of inadequacy a legitimate means of doing some-
thing to gain the desired attention. 111 
No activity can be recognized as creative unless it 
I 
· i results in self-expression. Since the most common means 
of self-expression availaole to a child in school are 
talking, singing, writing, drawing, painting, modeling, 
and bodily movement (such as rhythmic activity), it becomes 
apparent that the school has many opportunities for a 
creative basis. 
1 Lee, Dorris, and Lt. J. Murray Lee, ~· cit., p. 3. 
II 
114 
; 
li 
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Creative Teaching 
Enthus iasm is an essential element in creat i ve 
tea ching. I n order to have enthusiasm~ a teacher must have 
a g enuine interest in teaching. This would imply that the 
true tBacher gets satisfaction out of seeing his pupils 
develop; that he is thorough, c a re f ul and patient because 
he feels that the results are worthwhile. 
Since desirable growth in both the individual and 
society is promoted by a continuity of growth experiences 
of the proper quality~ "The central problem of an education 
based upon experience is to select the kind of present 
experiences that live fruitfully and creatively in 
subsequent experiences. 111 
"Teaching that stirs others to action has vitality, 
vig or, and power. In order to have these, it must be the 
outgrowth of carefully thought-out values that ar e apparent 
to the teachers. Creative teaching calls for a thorough 
understanding of wha t is to be t aught. It is impossible 
to teach creatively without a firm conviction that the job 
is worth doing and worth doing exceptionally well." 2 
1 Dewey~ John, 11The Need of a Theory of Experience," 
Experience and Education~ PP• 16-17. New York: Macmillan 
Company~ 1938 • 
2 Struck , F • . Theodore, ££• cit., p. 572. 
15 
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An important factor in creative work is the strong 
bond of teacher-pupil relationship. The pupil must feel 
that he is secure and is producing a worthwhile piece of 1 ork. \: 
The teacher, then, must be an encouraging and constructive 
helper, a consultant rather than ~ dictator. 
It would follow, then, that one of the greatest 
values of' cretttive education is the responsibility it 
imposes on the teacher. Without an understanding of the 
child and his individual development, it would be difficult 
for any teacher to evaluate the creativeness of a child's 
work. A teacher must learn not only to look at the end 
I 
.I 
II 
'I product but to read the child's purpose as expressed through 1
1 
the product and his reactions. If there were no values in 
creative education this would be a justification for it. 
"We think of creative teachers as those who utilize II I 
~ 
all they know about method and children to get rather 
unusual results in terms of responses. Their media of 
\I 
!I 
II 
they handle their media (children) so as to draw out creative II 
expression are neither paint nor words, but children. When 
II 
.. 
child performance, we term the teaching llcreativeH. What 
-- ~ help do theory and practice afford for those who wish to 
make their work creative? 
11 Pirst 1 the teacher who would be creative must free 
-himself from conventional thinking.~HH~The more creative his 
I 
16 
!I 
I. 
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planning, the more creative will be his teaching and the II 
more creative the children's learning.**<>The teacher must lj 
continually check his teaching against the established goals. \\ 
Since he is seeking to accomplish something definite and 
worthwhile, each step he takes should show progress toward 
the goals selected. "1 
-Creative teaching depends on those who are to learn 
and must neces~Sarily be different always. It is important, 
therefore, that the creative teacher has a basic knowledge 
of the problem at hand, a good understanding of its impli-
cations, and the self-confidence and courage m:teded to 
resolve the problem in a way that will give the greatest 
creative learning possibilities for the child. 
Creative teaching is active rather than passive. It 
calls for what Thorndike has termed the "active virtues of 
-
citizens hip--self-reliance, initiative, and originality, in 
contrast \'lith obedience, docility, and conformity. u8 
-Among the outcomes of creat i ve teaching are: 
I 
1. a creative attitude. 
l1 
,\ 
The child is encouraged to think his !i 
owh thoughts and make his own interpretations. 
1 Lee, Dorris, and Lt. J. Murray Lee, ~· cit., p. 16. 
B Thorndike, E. L. , -· iiEducation fo~ Initiative and 
Originality11 1 Teachers College Record, 29:89-100, November, 
1937. 
II 
\, 
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2. creative doing. It improves the quality of the child's 
reactions because thBy are his ovm and represent 
progress for biru as an individual. Under this 
type of program thB child is encouraged to be 
original~ different~ and to discover his real 
capabilities. 
3. confidence and faith. It gives the child confidence in 
his own thinking and feeling~ especially when he 
finds th~t his responses B;re accepted on the 
same bases as those of others. 
4. adaptability. When encouraged to make his own responses 
to a situation he expresses his own feelings and 
interpretations and in this way be learns to 
overcome personal problems and is more able to 
adjust and adapt his individual characteristics. 
5. creative thought. It encourages imaginative thoughts as 
contrasted with those with a factual oasis which 
must check with reality. 
6. resourcefulness. Children trained in creative thinking 
will attempt to discover new ways to do things~ 
more reasonable presentations of problems 1 and 
a more democratic way of life. 
7. enjoyment through creat ion. Children will more readily 
follow plans which they have devised 1 and much 
\J 
I 
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• 
time and effort which might nave been required 
for disciplin~ has been released for beneficial 
purposes. Bveryone appreci~::ttes praise of effort, 
no matter how small the contrioution. Certainly 
when the child's ingenuity is turned toward 
construction rathc;r than destruction, enjoyment 
is reflected for both t he child and his 
associates. 
Sterling says that 11 Children are even more sensitive 
than adults to the many intangibles of 11 atmosphere 11 and 
' 
emotional reactions and interactions. Children are curious 
and full of investigation. They want to see how everything 
is made and Hnow it works'' .->HH~This natural desire to find 
~ 
out must oe guided into channt~ls of constructive investiga-
tion and of creative activity.nl 
Utilizing tht:J interests of children does not mean that 
tho teacher has not planned carefully. It does mean that 
plans made are easily adjusted so that any project in nand 
becomes a growing tl1.ing as the teacher and the group plan 
and work together creatively. 
I 
!, 
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1 Sterling., :C::dna L., 11 Let l/le Do It, 11 The Packet., Vol. 5.,
1
1
1 
Number 1, p. 7. Boston: D. c. Heath Compa.o.y, Pe·oruary., 1950. I 
:I 
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Creative Administration 
Just as we have creative learning and creative 
tea ching, so also we may have creative administration. 
11 Teachers must be permitted to experiment, to try something 
different. Even a few failures mixed up with the signal 
II 
I 
I 
successes whi c h creative teaching is certain to bring surely 11 
'I 
would represent a marked improvement over the traditional 
system. 
uBut creative administration has a responsibility 
~ . 
further than merely permitting experimentat i on. It is 
responsible for stimulating creative activity on the part 
of the teachers, just as t he teachers must do in the case of 
their pupils. Cre ative principals must set up situations 
that challenge the te·acher t s thinking. They must help 
teachers to see that new approaches are possible. They must 
help them to set t heir own goals and to evaluate their plans 
1 for teaching them. Still further, creative principals must 
-· help th~ teachers to evaluate the activities of their 
children, not in terms of end product·s but in terms of' 
1 
child development. 11 
1 Elementary Principal, op. cit., p. 18. (Foreword) 
1! 
II 
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11 Creative schools are the natural outgrowth of 
freedom. They belong to a democratic society. VVherever 
children and their teachers f'eel free to think for them-
selves~ free to express their own thoughts~ free to experi-
ment, there a. creative spirit develops. Thus the freedom 
of democracy allows the creative spirit to develop and 
flourish. Also~ it is equally true that citizens who are 
, creative help to perpetuate democracy and to make the life 
of a. free people more abundant. From this point of view 
creativeness is not only a result of freedom but an aid to 
its protection. It takes place in an atmosphere of freedom 
and by a reciprocal process becomes at the same time an 
important factor in preserving and irnprovihg t he freedom 
which belongs to the democratic way of lii'e. iil 
creativity, As It Applies to Various Subject Areas 
After realizing the background of creative education, 
the purposes of' creative learning, what creative teaching 
should effect, and the n eed for creative administration, we 
should discuss creativity as it applies to the educational 
subject areas. 
1 ~lementary Principal,~· cit., Foreword. 
;I 
I 
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It is important for us, as well as the children, to 
realize that when man does not know the facts, when he does 
not have a scientific explanation, he uses his imagination 
to find a reason. This imaginative inventiveness of man's 
mind has given the world much of its wealth of folklore, art, 
and music. A discussion of the rainoow will naturally 
. !I 
il 
occasion a study of color and color combinations. The chain I 
I 
of associations is endless for the creative teacher who hears i 
and heeds the request, "Let me do it". 
In speaking of writing poetry with and for children 
Rose Fyleman says: "Nowadays the psychologists who study 
~ -
educational methods are beginning to dwell more and more on 
!: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
the importance of children's enjoying what they are learning. ij 
That does not necessarily mean, of course, that they need not jl 
I 
apply themselves, out it does mean that they should be so 
interested that they don't mind putting all their energy 
into wha t _they are doing, or learning to do. 111 
She seems to feel that it is very necessary that the 
teacher who deals with the writing of poetry must be a lover 
of poetry and be able to read good poetry aloud in an 
enj oyaole ml::lnner. II This gives evidence that creative teaching l1 
depends a great deal on the teacher's ability. 
1 Fyleman, Rose, "Poetry for Children,u The Packet, 
Volume 5, .. Numoer 2, p. 21. Boston-: D. c. Hee,th COPJpany, 
May, 1950 • . 
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She also says that if you ask children t9 w~ite verse 
it is better to let them choose their own subjects. 11 In 
that way you are more likely to get something original--
something that spring s from the young writer's imagination 
or re action to experience. There is often bound to be a 
certain amount .of imitativeness in these efforts, but that 
1 is inevitable in all early artistic cre ative work." 
In other words we must be able to acce pt some 
imitation habits, some repetitious declamations before the 
real act of creativity begins to show itself. 
Wilson, 2in speaking of crea tive writing in a first 
grade, says that one reason adolescent c hildren may be shy 
about expres s ing their own original thoughts is because 
they have rarely had the opportunity of expres s ing them 
to others. Even thoug h there are d etailed descript i ons of 
methods used to encourage creative vvriting at t he upper 
grade levels and in high school, there would seem to be little 
that could be done to assist the first grade teacher to 
encourag e children to write creatively when they have not 
yet mastered the mechanics of writing. 
"At six every child is creative. Any idea that is an 
outcome of bis individual thinking process is creative 
1 Fyleman, Rose, .££• cit., p. 24. 
. . 
2 Wilson, Lillian Scott, "creative WJ•iting In a First 
Grade," Elementary Eng lish, Vol. 26, No. 5, ~~y, 1949. P. 241. 
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expression for that child, even though that particular idea 
has been expres s ed by others many times previously. Each 
child will g ive it a fresh interpretation, colored by his 
individual experience. The effort of the teac her is to 
provide opportunity i'or the child to translate his own 
experiences into words, rather than to encourage trite 
1 
repetitions of the thoughts of others." 
She maintains. then, t ha t the "satisfaction that comes 
I . to the child, as are:ult of his creative ex~ression, ma!. _be 
secured by providing an audience situation so th~t he may 
reali z e the joy _of shari~g his experience_. with others, and by 
the teacher's taking down his dictation and reading back to 
him and the group his very thoughts, clothed in his own 
individual phrasing. Thus his creative product acquires 
dignity and importance in his own ideas and in the estimation 
2 
of his peers." 
This is undoubtedly true, f or without a reaction from 
another source little ca be effected either as to a pprecia-
tion or cr iticism. We need to have the stimulus of another 
person's reception of an effort to realize its full i mp ort. 
Children sense this instinctively. 
1 Ibid., p. 241. 
- - , 
2 Ibid., p. 241. 
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It would appear to many that creative writing is one 
of the most natural means of self-expression. The chi ld has 
practiced putting his feelings , j_deas, and thoughts into 
words since babyhood. 11 Crea.tive writing is essentially 
original, t he child's own. He must not consciously imitate 
eith er i n thought or study . I f there are to be changes made 
during the process, the y must be made by the child as he sees 
the need t hrough skillful que s tioning . The real importance 
of the writing is in the organizing and putting in words t h e 
i d ea s and t houghts of t he child.. Only secondary is the value 
1 
of commun icat ing these thoughts to others. 11 
Another phase of creative thinking is express ed by 
Powdermaker in her analysis of the Hollywood attitude 
toward me chanized creativity. She s ays: 11 Most people--just 
the everyday garden variety, not the geniuses--have far more 
potentia lities for being creat ive than they use. But very 
few of them have the courag e or the desire to carry through 
their own ideas, big or little, because t hey have b een 
conditioned to think r outinely and follow the crowd. Our 
society tends, pa r ticularly today , to prize uniformity in 
thinking mor e than orig inality. The concern wi t h the 'lmow-
bow' rather than the 'why', with t echnology rather than 
1 Lee, J. Murray, and Le e , Dorris IVJ.ay , op. cit., p. 573 
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meaning, permeates much of the thinking even in the social 
sciences when method becomes more important than proolems. 
The use of the most exact scientific methods on a sterile 
and meaningless problem is not too different from the employ-
ment of the most technically advanced camera work to produce 
a banal movie. It is the same when our educational system 
stresses the accumulation of facts rather than the meaningful I' 
relationship between them, and the taking of so many courses 
that there is little time for thoughtful reflect i on. It is 
not t hat factual knowledge or scientific methods are unim-
portant, but rather that they are of use only in the larger 
context of problems and meanings. Hollywood expands these 
two features of' our society to such an extent that it 
discourages and sometimes even forbids creativity in the very '. 
I 
people whom it presumably pays to be creatJ.ve. ul I 
~ 
In speaking of creative experience in the planning 
of weekly programs in school as a stimulus to growth in 
personal i ty and character, E. M. Cadwallader says-: uen the 
part of a number of pupils we could easily detect -rapid growt~~ 
in leadership and executive ability. Pupils who at first 1 
were careless about the kinds of deta i l which so ofte n spoil 
a program, tended to become more meticulous . Initiative and· 
1 Powdermaker 1 Hortense , liCelluloid Civilization, u 
Saturday Review of Literature, October 141 1950. P. 45. _ 
,I 
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originality were fostered and consequently grew with practice,, 
especially in the more capable pupils. " The p rograms required 
much practice in reading, liorary work, and in the use of 
reference skills. Ability in speaking and writing grew as 
pupils criticized or praised one another's programs and as 
.. 
teachers helped them to evaluate their work. 
ment was observed in such pupil abilities as 
:Much improve-
singing# playing :1 
I 
instruments, giving recitations, acting in a skit, and pray-
ing in public. 
11 Perb.aps there were other worthwhile outcomes, too--
values tha t could neither be seen nor measured. Some boy 
may have caught a vision of his life's work; some girl 
gained confidence in her ability to become a musician. The 
ideals and attitudes of many pupils undoubtedly were recon-
structed as a result of these experiences. 11 1 
,.., 
Radio prog rams often give rise to creative inventive-
ness. One of th~ most evidtint is the unlimited possioility 
in the field of art. Where visual aids are used to accompany 
broadcasts the lesson in art apprec i ation and art evaluation 
is a natural follow-up. Then# the radio-inspired responses 
of the student are his oWn, allowing him to express his 
innermost thoughts in his own way and to achieve self-
1 Cadwallader, 1!: . M., "Weekly Programs Afford 
Creative B.xperiences,n Blementary Sch9ol Principal., £E.• cit • ., 
p. 53. 
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confidence in its expression. 
The possib~lities of radio broadcasts in the field of 
science are also unlimited and can be used to advantage in 
inspiring t he listener to creative activity. "In the hands 
of a competent, imaginative, and enthusiastic teacher, radio 
is a dynamic stimulus to creative activities even for the 
very young. The child's world is a vivid one peopled with 
strong .and enduring impres sions. He is highly assimilative 
and easily subject to suggestion. Recognizing these facts, 
the broadcaster and the teacher are challenged to produce 
and use radio programs that will activate the child's 
1 
impulses toward that which is good, beautiful and true." 
The possibilities of integration and interact i on as 
essential elements of the democratic process in education 
are very evident in the field of music education. nFrom a 
standpoint which considers learning a process of growing 
new behavior patterns, all expre ss ive acts may be placed 
upon a scale of creativity which differences are sought for 
and designated in terms of the degree to which the circum-
-
stances draws creativity from the child."2 
1 Jennings, George, et al., ttRadio Programs Lead to 
Creative Activities," Elementary School Principal, op. cit., 
P• 98. 
2 Hopkins, L. Thomas, Fox, Lillian Mohr, Creative 
School Music, Ch. 2, p. 19. New York: Silver Burdett 
Company, 1936. 
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urn music education, as elsewhere in social and 
-
professional life, we are oeing called upon to help build a 
f'uture that will have to be imaged in accord with a vision 
lighted by a burning faith in our own ability as a people to 
meet the spiritual tests involved in realizing in action 
democratic ideals and aspirations. Music has spiritual 
qualities, not in the same sense of being vaporous and 
impalpable, out because it represents a creative record of 
the hearts of men, eternally seeking to clarify and intensify 
experience in forms of expressions that are illuminated from 
1 
within." 
It would appear, then, that many areas of the school 
curriculum and allied activities have b een approached in a 
creative manner. This attitude is increasing in its 
magnitude and the true teacher is beginning to realize the 
possibilities of integrating ideas that will promote the 
creative spirit, as well as the development of correlation 
between several of these same areas. 
Implications 
"Psychologically speaking, anyone crea tes who devises 
~ 
a response that is new to him. But no such creation is 
1 Pitts, Lilla Belle, Music Curriculum In a Changing 
World, p. __ l5. .i'iew York: Silver Burdett Company, 1944. . 
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entirely new. Always, even with the utmost genius, there 
enters the factor of suggestion from some: prior form or 
source. Thus, along a chosen line, we may form an imitation-
creation sc~le; at the upper end, the highest known 
proportion of creation to prior existing model or suggestion; 
at the lower end, the last of this creation and the gre~test 
known amount of mere adoption and imitation. u1 
·-
if The humanistic-democratic view holds that practically 
every human being has within himself some potential capacity 
to create and to appreciate. There are, of course, vast 
differences among people in these respects, any population 
revealing a few persons of genius, a larger amount with 
considerable capability, a. great mass of mediocrity, and a 
few persons with almost no capacity at all. The range of 
creative and appreciative capacity among people thus follows 
in a. rough way the 'law' of distribution ••• It is insisted, 
then, that nearly all persons have some potential creative 
abi lity. And it is for this reason that the maximum 
development of Bveryman-An-Artist is coming to be regarded 
as one of the indispensable objectives of general 
G 
education. u 
1 Rugg, Harold, Foundations of Education, Vol. 11, 
Section 11, p. 444. New York: Hureau , of p Puolica~ions, 
Teachers College, 1941. 
I G Kilpatrick, William H., "Essentials of the Activity , Movement, !' Progressive ~ducation, _October, 1934. 
~~-Wa,~~ington, ~ ~ Ii• C.: Prog,~ssive Ed\lcation Association. _____ _ 
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In this present-day era of challenging problems and 
trends there is a great need for crea tive thinking and 
cre ative achievement. We must not only think of progress 
but we must wor~ to make it possible. Unless the schools 
develop men and women of action who can think their way 
through difficult situations and then act upon them, we can 
look for little development in our civilization. 
L _____ _ 
• l 
CHAPTI!:R 111 
CR.li:ATIVITY IN MUSIC l!;DUCATION 
Present Concept 
As previously stated, there has oeen a decided change 
o1' emphasis in the so-called creative approach to music 
education from the phase concerned only with the actual 
writing of music itself to the broader interpretation of the 
term as applied to all creative musical activity. Certainly 
composition is one facet of the program, but we now realize 
that the music activities included under the term iicreativefl 
are many and of various types. 
Despite the fact that the importance of creative self-
expression has been recognized as a part of the educative 
process, the idea has not ·been widespread on educational 
grounds until recently. 11 It is now widely believed that 
.. 
creative self-expression leads to the fulf'·illment of 
personality in the child. Apprec iation is also attained 
through creative expression. Many leaders of thought 
have now caught the meaning of the creative idea in its 
1- wider appli~ation. The response to this concept is seen 
I 
li 
II 
il 
I 
L 
in many signii'icant changes in contemporary school practices.'i 
1 Brooks, B. Marian, and harry A. Brown, Music 
.bducation in tb.e Elementary 8chool, p. 25. American Book 
Company, .Boston, Jyiass. 1 .1946. 
A creative activity 1 then, is a means of encourag ing 
thinking 1 and making it possiole for children to find tbe 
answers to their own problems, and a creative experience in 
music resolves itself into the promotion of individual and 
personal initiatives of many kinds. 
It is oftentimes felt that it is not easy to do 
creative music teaching. It does require skill, courage, 
understanding and self-assurance on the teacher's part in 
order that the child may be made to feel uninhibited and 
confident in his experiences. however, every real teacher 
teaches creatively. It is not a new teaching procedure. 
Confidence, awareness, and a ilpermissive 11 attitude are her 
" ~ 
stand-bys. She must not 11 make 11 the children creative, she 
must allow them to remain so. 
Children need only to be allowed freedom to express 
their emotional reactions and they provide the necessary 
drive for activity completion. The teacher need not necess-
arily be concerned with a great many specific knowledges and 
skills. Her greatest task is the acquiring oi' a sma..Ll 
amount of' musical knowledge and techniques so that she may 
assist children in writing and recording their creat i ve 
efforts. The iimaking up 11 of songs, dances, and other 
-
activities is a truly rewarding experience in the child's 
life. 
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A spontaneous - and effective class lesson in song-
making, for instance, or group improvisat i on and some 
individual contr~outions, has a purpose inasmuch as the 
suoject may well be some school situation which is meaning-
ful at the moment. A democratic and creative experience 
shared with other class memoers gives these creators much 
confidence and a feeling of support from friends and class-
mates. A lesson in spontaneity, with various memoers 
contributing imaginatively and cooperatively toward a 
unii'ied whole is a truly creative activity. 
The creative impulse is within the child himself. It 
has been said, every child is creative unless we make him 
otherwise. Every child is born with the power to create 
and it is our duty as teachers .to surround the child with 
situat ions which will draw out his creative powers. All 
emotions and experiences are a st~rting point. 
There is a place for creative music activities in the 
life of every child from the pre-school ,level through 
colleg e. From the earliest evidence of musical imagination 
and interpretation to the adult creat i on and performance 
of origini:tl compositions, the whole teaching fiold is aided 
by encouraging the child to think for himself, to find the 
answers to his own proDlems, and to promote individual and 
' I 
1 personal initiative. The emotional satisfaction felt in 
1/ 
I 
i! 
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self-expression is gratifying to any person of any age 1 
especially the realization of pleasant reactions on the 
part of -others to one's individual creat ive efforts. 
Integration 
The wo1u integration, reverting to its root meaning 
of an integer or one, signifies the unification of subject 
matter. 
The motivat ion necessary for a well-integrated 
program may well come through creative music activities. 
These same activities , prompted by creat i ve teaching, can 
stimulate the class and ultimately effect suostantial 
r ewards for the less musical as well as the more talented 
child. There is some creative activity which will interest 
every child andmake him a real memoer of the class. uBut 
·~ 
until the learner has changed his ideas and his behavior 
in accordance with his new lmowledge, integration is not 
1 completed. u 
-iiin the end the test of any program of integration 
will be found not in the cleverness with which teacher or 
pupils develop ingenious relationships between various 
aspects of a subject being studied, nor even in the validity 
1 Dykema, Peter, and Karl w. Gehrkens, Teaching and 
Administration of High ~chool Music, p. 390. ~oston: 
C. C. Birchard Co., 1941. 
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of these relationships sem from the viewpoint of an adult, 
but rather in the sense of interest and significance of 
the project as a whole which is aroused in the pupil. As 
he grasps the subject as a unit and is moved by it, 
integration is justified.ul Music can be helpful in bringing 
this about and is frequently t he most applicable means 
of doing so. 
Integration in the nmsic program can be considered in 
two ways: 1. A broad application of the term in regard to 
some project in which the class or school may coordinate 
and to which all students contribute to the working out of 
details, and 2. a particular phase of music chosen as a 
basis for study over a series of class periods. In the 
former method, music contributes to practically any form 
of activity and therefore becomes an important factor. 
tiThe creative act is such an excellent example of 
integration that great strides seem probably in ·original 
musical compositions by progressive high schools. The act 
of composing a vocal or instrumental number (and to a l esser 
degree interpreting music which someone else has iiiritten) 
demands t he focusing of all oi' one 1 s powers , uotb in the 
original conception and in embodying this c onception in 
notation that correctly indicates how what is desired shall 
1 I bid I p. 3 96 • 
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be produced by others. Moreover, the satisfact i on which 
comes f rom t he comple t ion of such a task represents a whole-
hearted happiness that is seldom paralleled in ot he r sc hoo l 
. . .l l 
activJ.tJ.es.' 
Hopkins expands t his idea in t.1is statement: 
''Creatj_veness is essentlally this: tb.e self thoroughly and 
purposefully aroused and act i ng unltedly in resp onse to the 
stimulus of' a whole experience . If creative activity did 
no more i' or youth than Dring it rwppine s s, this vvould in 
itself afford the arts a sufficient reason for being. 
Organic responses entail work that delights the child as a 
means of harnessing and dire ct ing his exuoerance to an end 
that he desires. They result in the beauty that justly 
brings gratification. A girl sitting quietly holding her 
brush before her paintings was asked by her teacher if she 
were tired. 1 No 1 1 she replied, 'just satisfied. 1 Adolescence, 
more than we recognize in pract i ce, demands the delight of 
creative work. In addition to satisfying a biological need, 
creative pursuits bring new and enlarging interests. In 
proportion as these are absorbing and social, the adolescent 
gains an assurance of adequacy and is articulated into 
his widening world." 2 
1 Dykema, Peter, and Karl vv . Gehrkens, Ibid, p. 395. 
··-
2 Hopkins, L. Thomas, Inte~ration Its Meaning and 
Application. New York: D. entury Company 1 • --.:)7. 
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Some Principles of Creative Work In Music 
In order to realize further the implications of 
creative work in integrating the school program through 
nru.sic 1 it would be W(:lll for us to recall some principles 
of creative work as they apply to music education in itself. 
These principles could be listed as follows: 
jj (1) Creative music is not just the -creating of 
songs or the making of instruments; it is the 
broad interpretation by the child of all the 
music in his daily experiences. It becomes 
a part of each phase oi' music: the identifi-
cation of the ch ild with a mu~ical activity. 
(2) Each musical experience must be adapted to the 
level of musical capacity of the child: his 
motor development 1 vocaoulary 1 understanding 1 
and expression. All the child's musical 
education must be an outgrowth of whatever 
native capacity or acquired personal capacity 
or special talent he possesses. 
(3) Creative music must provide for continuous 
growth in th(:l child's musical development. 
(4) The music program must be one of enrichment and 
appreciation provided by broad and varied 
experiences. 
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(5) The emphasis should be on using ideas through 
discovery, insight, independent thi nking , self-
reliance, persistence, and self-expression. 
· (6) The music program may be a center for integration 
in the t;lementary-school curriculum. It may be 
a center for the integration of all the arts. 
(7) Creative elements exi st in much of children 1 s 
response to music. The re can be, therefore, no 
period set aside in which each child is expected 
to do creative work. Creative a uility does not 
manifest itself that way. The teacher must oe 
an opportunist in this respect. Advantage must 
be taken of tb..e child 1 s feeling in regard to 
creating, and the opportunity must be offered 
when it is the opportune moment for th~t kind 
l 
of effort on his pt\rt. ii 
11 I n creative music activities there are real enjoy-
-
ment and appreciation for pupils, teachers, and parents. 
These feelings come t hrough the realizat i on of the part that 
music plays in every phase of school work; through the 
social integration of the group, the adjustment of the child 
pp. 
1 Brooks, B. Marian, and riarry A. Brown, ~· c i t., 
242-0. 
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by a reeling of security within the group, and an att i tude 
of respect for other people.~ 1 
Values of Creative Activities 
If the principles involved in creative wor~ in music 
fulfill the obligations listed above., they would certainly 
give unlimited value to the whole music education program, 
and any creative activity based on them should be 
encouraged. 
These creative activities should be of all types, for 
all children, at all levels, because: 
(1) They develop imagination and self-express ion. 
Whereas formal teaching permits children to 
repeat what has been said or written, or copy 
what he has seen, the new program of education 
encourages the child to be original, and thus 
discover his real aDilities. 
(2) They develop interest in and love for music. 
As a child accomplishes things tha t to him seem 
worth while , he is acquiring an appreciation or 
similar things creclted bY others., as well as his 
own t:~1Torts. The wider such experiences that 
the child has., the wider and deeper will oe 
1 Perham, Beatrice, Musi c In the New School., p. 81. 
Chicago: Neil Kjos Company, 1941 • . 
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his sensitivity for ar.dappreciation of those 
experiences. 
(3) They are (or should be) an integral part of each 
and ever y approach to school music teaching, 
namely: 
a. Singing (song-interpretation--individualit 
of expression) 
b. Rhythmic Activities (free rhythmic 
expression, leading to f ormal and more 
informal folk or modern dance group 
expressions) 
c. Listening (listening creatively--with 
discrimination and with the responsiveness 
that stimulates better performance and 
appreciation on the part of _the artist; 
developing insights into meaning of 
musical composition, interpretation, and 
rhythm) 
d. Original Song s (creating original desc ants 
or parts; creating original words , music, 
or combinations of both) 
e. Instrumental Activities (creating 
orig inal instruments, obbligati, 
accompaniments, drum parts, rhythm band 
scores, or entire simple compositions for 
solo instruments, making of instruments) 
f. Music Reading Program (developing 
skills in writing an~ r~a~in.g music 
through intere s t in notating their own 
songs so that others may read them; also 
a transfer of this interest in their own 
creations as to how other 11 composers 11 
have written music, with the consequent 
understanding of the necessity for skill 
in music reading) 
g. Dramatization (dramatizing songs that 
have been learned by the clas~, or their 
own original songs; pantomimes, pageants, 
tableaux) 
h. Program Planning (building a program 
around a central theme; arranging 
similar or contrasting songs or g roups of 
songs in an interesting order, with or 
without explanatory narration in program 
notes; talent shows) 
i. ~rf..~inal Music Plays (involving all 
above mentioned activities) 
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(4) They provide musical activity of some kind for 
every child in the class on every level--the 
less musical as well as the more talented--
which activity interests the less musical child 
in some phase of the music program and m~kes him 
a real member of the class. 
Factors Conducive to Cre~tive Activities 
It is not possiole to continue this discussion of 
creativity without pausing for a moment to realize t hat there 
are certain factors that are necessary in supplying the envi-
ronment which is imperative in making productive creativity 
in music education. Without the realization of these 
essentials little could be done. 
The Background. One cannot create something out ol' 
nothing. It goes without saying, therefore, 
that the broader the experience the greater the 
creative activity. This creative activity cannot 
take place without thoughts and ideas to express 
and 11 the reorganization of experience requires 
expe;ience to reorganize.n1 
1 Lee, J. Mur·ray, and Dorris May Lee 1 212• cit. 1 P• 540. 
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The Classroom. (physical environment) The back -
ground mentioned previously is not sufficient. 
The materials with whi ch to express himself 
must be at hand. The setting should provide 
varied musical opportunities. The environment 
must not only permit but also encourag e self-
expression, and the situation itself must be 
stimulating in order to create. 
The Teacher. The most important factor, othor than 
the child itself', would necessarily be the 
teacher. She must be an encouraging and con-
structive helper--a consultant rather than a 
dictator. She must see to it that t he smal l est 
efi'ort of the child will be accepted and 
evaluated honestly and frankly. It is her duty 
to see that there will ce no derision of effort. 
Nothing can be as d i sconcert i ng as unappreciated 
created act i vity. The teacher must bring a bout 
a state of readi ness for the work at hand. The 
group must ue conditioned, perhaps unobtrusively, 
but, nevertheless, t he proper att i tude must be 
established or there can be no creative r e sult. 
Creative wor k is not happenstanceJ Children 
must be led into the work by careful and condit i on-
=-~-==~==-==~-=~~=-=-~=-,================~================================= 
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ing circumstances. Children must oe made to feel 
that the work is worthwhile. The teacher must 
. not try to make the class creative, she must 
allow them to remain so. Her aoility and the 
p'ossioilities availaole in integrating and 
correlating her school suojects will make her 
own creative efforts succeed or fail. 
Tg:e Child. 
The child needs only an attitude, and that is 
dependent on the other contributing factors. He 
will create; u~less some restraint is put upon 
him, there is little to hold him back. What the 
child needs is guidance. The teacher-pupil 
relationship is a vital factor. It must be made 
very clear that the i'inished creation, no matter 
how ineffective the result, must be enjoyaole to 
all. The child does not always recognize his 
need for guidance. The teacher, aware of this, 
must be able to make possiole suggestions, but she 
must never touch a child's work. 
Creative music teaching stimulates the class and 
ultimately effects substantial rewards for the less musical 
as well as the more talented child. There is some creative 
activity that will interest every child ~nd make him a real 
member of the music class. It is the process of' the activity, 
45 
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not the result, that is important. il'he pro:of' of eff'ecti ve-
ness of' a.ny music-learning process is tht:J enlisting and 
holding of t ht:J interest, and the developing of the musical 
ability of an individual, a small group, or an entire class. 
The teacher must, then, be an encouraging and constructive 
helper, for the pupil reaction and the final results are 
the test of the teacher's leadership. 
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CHAPTB:R IV 
TITE RESULTING MUSIC ACTIVITIES 
There is a place for creative music activities in 
the lif'e of every child from the pre-school level through 
college. From the earliest evidence of musical imagination 
and interpretation to the adult creation and performance of 
original compositions, the whole teaching field is aided 
by encouraging the child to think for himself, to find the 
answers to his own problems, and to promote individual and 
personal initiative. The emotional satisfaction felt in 
self-expression is gratifying to any person of any age, 
especially the realization of pleasant rea ctions on the part 
of others to one r s individual creative efforts. 
A creative program is an expanding one. No one can 
say just how to introduce it or just what to do at any 
given time, for conditions and the aoilities of children and 
teachers vary. It is a program of integration, with itself, 
the music program, and with the general curriculum. 
Types of Creative Music Experiences 
Creative music experiences might include: 
1. Sensitive and responsive listeni ng to music. This 
could encompass uobservation, comparison, discovery, 
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discrimination, and imagination. 111 
"Listening is a prerequisite to all creative work. 
Creative listening is one way toward appreciation. One of 
the best ways of getting people to want to study music is 
to give them plenty of chances to hear it under the right 
conditions. It has ueen said that 'a child's listening 
is creative when his imagination is caught by what he hears'. 
It is then that he thinks as he listens, that he increases 
his ability to evaluate, to sense beauty and meaning in a 
phrase. Listening to music should be considered as an 
important age ncy for general musical motivation. It is a 
real art., a human skill, demanding both training and 
practice. By listening to works of great composers, the 
student-composer gains an insight into the craftsmanship 
of the great and is inspired to creative activity." 2 
~ 
Through listening activities the student may see 
opportunities to use his l i stening experiences in h i s own 
creative experiences. Listening to music may stimulate 
the creation of an original dance, picture or poem. 
1 Morgan, Russell V., 11 Creative l!:xperience in Music 
Bducation,u lVlusic l!;ducators Journal, Vol. ""X:t\..XV, No~- 6 .1 p. 30. Chicago: Music Bd-q.cators National Co~fere119e, :May-June, 1949. 
. . 
2 Junior High School Curriculum Report, p. 11. Chicag~ 
Music Bduca.tors . Natiol_lal .. Conference, September, 1950. 
2. Active ·body response. Rhytbm and mood experiences 
could be included here. Certainly the development 
of singing games and folk songs and dances is an 
important phase of this work. Free interpretation 
and the organi zation of original dances develops 
creativity to a marked degree. 
11 A child's instinctive response to rhythm is another 
., 
asset often overlooked. ~odily movement is a natural 
expression of rhythm~ and all children should be encouraged 
to move to music~ if only for the sake of coordination and 
grace. Dancing, marching, skipping~ and jumping to music 
are the first steps in musical experience, and such creative 
impulses and freedom of interpretation should be encourag ed. 
The joy of creation is enhanced by the orderliness and 
discipline of rhythm.ul 
uThe whole rhythmic program is essentially creat i ve 
as it brings into play free bodily responses through such 
thi ngs as pulse, accent, and rhythmic patterns. The term 
11 mot i on in music" is an excellent expression of what is 
"' 
meant. There is also to be the development of mood feeling 
through rhythm. and, of course, the story will have a great 
1 Gilliland, :~:!:ather Goetz, ttGrowing Up To Music 1 11 
-National ~arent-Teacn..er, p • . 3. Ch;i.cago: Mnerican Music 
Conferenc§ 1 April, 1~50. 
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effect on rhythmic development. In the march rhythm, 
each pupil will try to develop the physical motions that 
obviously fit its expression. In the case of the minuet, 
a delicately pointed toe action will bring to children the 
character and quality of this musical form. As a matter of 
fact., the development of the simple basic step in every 
one of the dance forms will establish not only strength in 
rhythm, ·out contribute to the interpretation of music. 111 
-3. Creative interpretation. This is a real opportunity 
for individual expression. It can develop an 
understanding of the work of others as well as of 
one's own feeling and understanding of tha t work. 
~ractically any suoject in the curriculum can be 
made more interesting, and oftent i mes more significant., 
oy the use of song material. ·rvhen the child sings or plays 
a melody, he recreates the work of t he composer so that 
othe rs may share in the appreciation of it. Thi s in itself 
is a form of creativity. H~ learns of his present life as 
he delves into the songs of the past and can oring new life 
to songs when he adds the dramatic or rhythmic elem~nt 
to his interpretation. 
1 Morgan, Rus sell V. 1 op. cit • ., p. 30 • 
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This type of creativity can be individual or carried 
on in small groups. Group activity in origina l or re-
e crea tive song singing is an important way to start this 
activity 1 being carried out later by individual members of 
t he g roup. It oftentimes begins in pre-school or kindergarten 
level as a response to sound or movemtmt. Thi s may oe nothing 
more than spontaneous original chant of a fev:r words or a l ine 
of a song . This activity necessitates a creative teacher as 
well as creative chi ldre n 1 and development through the gr ades 
is a matter of g rowth . 
4 . Creative program planning. The development of 
assembly programs 1 radio progr ams 1 pageants , 
tablequx, and operet tas can be the direct result 
of the integrated program. Program planning is a 
means of int er-relating something which has been 
created and t he creative force within the 
individual. 
Activities such as selecting and combin;ing knovm 
compositions to heighten dramatic ef'fect 1 select ing appropriate 
co mpositions to fit the mood of art interpretations 1 arrang ing 
a varied program in a log ical and interesting manner 1 and 
the development of interesting ways to stimulate audience 
e participation are some that may be included in t hi s field • 
•• 
\. 
5. Impersonization and dramatization. The child's 
daily li:t'e at home and in school calls for dramatic 
expression of ·oody, voice, or instrument. Music 
plays a great part in this expression. Through 
it the child expresses his own ideas and creates 
new experiences out of his many home and school 
contacts. 
"Dramatization often develops naturally from : a)a poem. 
To illustrate: A second grade class loved music and to 
recite 11 The Elf and the Dormouse 11 • Someon(;j suggested acting 
the story. Music was furnished to fit the ideas of the 
clJ.ildren. At the plano the 11Elfin Dance 11 by Grieg was used 
._ 
in part , along with imprompty music. ·b) The text of a song. 
For example: A third grade class never tired of singing 
"The Sleeping Princessi1 , a ballad with many verses. 
Dramatization followed naturally, with new ideas added, 
including a dance by the good fairy. Simple costw;ii.ing gave 
the 11 play 11 a finished touch and the children presented it 
-to the school. c) The music itself, with a story or 
imaginative idea to stimulate interest. For example: "Love 
for the Three Ora.ngestt by Prokofiev, a symphonic recording 
pla.y~d in all grades. Many children like to sit quietly 
and imagine; but in the third grade several also wanted to 
express themselves through physical movement . · The entire 
group might .be asked to vote on the udanceil that best 
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illustrates the music. d) Lovely choral music used as an 
accompaniment for pantomime in expressing a serious but 
exalting theme. To illustrate: A chorus of two hundred 
children sing in their true, natural way, accompanying 
the representation of the Nativity. The singing, which is 
the high point of this activity, the youngsters in costume, 
and pantomime, the quiet and respectful mood of all, combine 
1 
to create the uportraitu." 
6. Enlargement of the creative expression of others. 
Included in this experience would be such efforts 
as adding original stanzas to a known song, 
developing short songs into broader pieces, and 
others. 
7. Instrumentation for rhythm band. Children love to 
experiment with sounds. The school meets this 
challenge by having the beg inning students try 
each instrument, experiment with it as to tone and 
sui tability, and develop an arrangement for form 
and phrase by originating original i~terpretations 
for instrumental demonstration. 
8. Creation of' harmonic background. Many children will 
.. .. ' . 
sing or play an easy harmonization 11 Dy ear 11 without 
1 Holden, Florence Smith, "Creation: A Path to 
Understandi ng,u Educati onal MusiC: Magazine, pp. 43 -44 • 
Chicago: Educati9nal lVlusic .Bu,rea.u, March-April, 1950. 
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realizing tney are oeing creat~ve. This develops 
into the more :complex part-writing for vocal 
arrangements, or instrumental combinations that 
form the oasis for composition arrangement. 
9. Creative instrumental music. Among the activities 
included here would be such as: writing original 
exercises, developing harmonies and original songs, 
playing i1by ear 11 1 transposition, writing original 
...... ~ ... 
cadenzas, writing original solos and obbligati . 
urnstrumental ensembles may be the outgrowth of a 
-
need for some instrumental music required for the production 
of plays, pageants, festivals, and similar types of music 
or for national or interpretative dances. Orc hestrat i on 
for these activities presents many problems that should be 
met and solved by the children rather than by the teacher, 
such as: a) which instruments should carry the rhythm; 
b) which should come in only occasionally; c) when the 
clim~x should occur; d) whether or not there is a n eed for 
.. 
an instrumental solo; e) whether or not the orchestration 
should remain the same if the theme is repeated; and f) 
whether or not the orchestration interprets the mood of the 
.,1 
song.' 
1 Brooks, B. M. , and Brovm, H. A.~ ££• cit., p. 240. 
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10. ~~king rhythm and melody instruments. Playing 
iillldde up" songs on tuned glasses, xylophones, etc. 
-
using numoers or syllables; actually constructing 
the simple instruments as a means of correlating 
and enriching the music program. 
When the instruments are available and can oe explored 
by the ~hild and their possibilities discovered and used, 
children find meaning for them. Very young children can 
share in th~ enjoyment of making simple percussion instru-
ments and using them in their regular class work. but the 
possibilities of the instrumental program are not confined 
to these simple percussion instruments. The instruments of 
the band and orchestra involve purposeful group listening, 
discriminative taste, creative experimentation and evaluation 
of one's work as well as the work of others. 
11. Original composition. This is not mentioned last 
because of any lack of appreciation of its con-
tributions to th{:; cause of' music education. In 
the lower grades this would necessarily have to 
result in short compositions, ooth song and 
instrumental pieces. In the upper grades, 
however, this can oe carried individually to a 
much higher degree. Without this final possibilit 
the true purpose of creativity would be lost. 
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The future of our music depends on the composers 
and appreciators of the future. Through this 
avenue of creativity every phase of the music 
education program can be developed. Children can 
be taught to listen to the music of others, to 
create their own music, to understand music 
notation, to experience instrumental possibilities , 
to develop a rhythmic feeling , and to appreci ate 
the entire structural pattern of musical form . 
11 The supreme creative activity is composing . It is 
- . 
the culmination of all other musical experiences. It i nvolves 
a knowledge of techniques as well as emotional expression 
and imagination. It may be expressed in the creation of 
origina l tunes, harmonies , rhythms, and even more diff1cult 
forms of comp os i tions such as conc~rtos and symphonies. The 
strongest motivation for creative musical composition may be 
developed oy setting up worth-while projects which wi ll 
provide material for puolic performance . 
''a teacher may be a powerful force in re leasing the 
crea tive i mpulse in a student . But once she has stimulated 
him into action, she cannot let him go ungu ided . Sht:i must 
alw~ys act as tht:i sta uilizer of his mus ical impulses and 
steer him to the compl etion of his conceived idea. While she 
encourages him Dy her enthus iasm, she must be sure her evalu-
ation of his efforts is honest and ci1a llenging . ill 
-1 Junior High 0c hool Report, op . cit ., p . 13. 
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Activities at Various School Levels 
The creative experiences mentioned in detail in the 
previous pages are classified here according to various 
levels of instruction for the purpose of showing their place 
in the music program and the carry-over. 
1 
1. PR.!:!;-SCHOOL AND KINDJ:!;RGART~N LEV.!!:L 
- . . 
A. Interpreting songs. 
B. Responsive listening. 
c. Free rhythmic response to music, sometimes 
developing, by choice of t he children, into 
' 
very simple singing games, or dances for 
songs, short piano select i ons, or recorded 
selections. 
D. Short musical conversations about interests 
or activities of the children, sometimes 
developing into very short, simple song s. 
E. Dramatizing songs, rhythmically or freely. 
F. Bxpressing the mood, rhythms, or tonal 
pictures (ups and ·downs) of music in 
colored crayons, paints, or by f inger 
painting • 
1. Report of Creative Music Committee, .£12• cit--, p. 4. 
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G. Choosing song s for programs, and suggesting 
their arrangement. 
H. Choosing appropriate rhythm instruments to 
accompany musical selections and deciding on 
interpretation of selection involved. 
I. Carry-over: Interest in music in general and 
in its relation to life as they know and understand 
it; acceptance of music as a part of daily living--
a natural expression and a thing of beauty to be 
enjoyed by all. Interest in how music looks, 
through seeing their simple musical contributions 
written on the board by the teacher. (Children 
are quick to notice the melodic line and the 
appearance of the so-called short and long-walking, 
running, skipping notes.) 
11. PRIMARY GRADES LEVEL (1, 2 1 and 3) 
A. ~pansion and development of pre-school and 
kindergarten activi ties, on gradually more mature 
levels, with more help from the children in 
notating their simple original contributions. 
(Teacher-pupil cooperation.) 
B. Carry-over: The same. 
I 
,I 
II 
111. FOURTH, FIFTH, AND SIXTH GRADB LEVELS. 
A. Creative song interpretations. 
1. Discussing and deciding upon song 
interpretation. 
2. Carry-over: Interest in bow composers 
try to express in music the mood or 
the story of the text. 
B. Rhythmic response. 
1. Developing dances in folk or modern 
dance style. 
2. Carry-over ·: Listening to mood of music 
for appropriate t ype of rhythmic 
expression. Listening to form of music 
f or knowledge of when to change steps. 
Developing discriminating listening and 
choice from variety of suggested steps. 
c. Listening. 
1. Free discussion of songs sung and 
selections played or heard. 
2. Carry-over: Discriminating and intelligen 
listening. 
D. Instrumental activities. 
1. Writing simple instrumental obbligati; 
improvising choral accompaniments to 
I' I 
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songs on chording instruments; writing 
percussion parts; simple orchestrating 
of songs for class use. 
2. Carry-over: Interest in the whys and 
hows of music notation, and in developing 
skills in reading music notation. 
~. Dramatization. 
1. Rhythmic or free dramatization of known 
songs or original songs. 
2. Carry-over: Further development of 
discriminating listening and a feeling 
for underlying rhythms. 
F. Program planning. 
1. More .and more responsioility given to 
children in planning their own programs, 
writing program notes, etc. 
2. Carry-over: Interest in general music 
' program, its quality and achievements; 
discriminating interpretation; interest 
in the variety of moods of music and the 
subject of the texts. 
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G. Integration. 
1. Original songs and dances growing from 
curricular interests and needs; devel-
oping music units or contriouting to 
regular work in the social studies 
program; correlation with art. 
2. Carry-over: A growing realizat i on that 
music should be a part of the life of 
all people; an opportunity to make music 
a part of the entire school program 
with its varied activities, and not 
merely an activity to be relegated to 
a daily fifteen or twenty minute period. 
H. Original songs. 
1. Original words to known music. 
2. Original music to known words. 
3. Entire original songs. (May develop 
as group activity, or 1 later on 1 as 
individual child activity.) 
4. Discussion of melodies and words 
suggested, with final selection the 
choice of the children. 
5. Much responsibility given to children 
in writing the notation of the song. 
= ==---1\===========jl . 
-- ~-
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6. Garry-over: Discriminating listening 
and intelligent music criticism; 
interest in other songs studied in the 
music program; developing interest in 
the problems and skills involved in 
writing and reading music notation. 
I. Original music plays. 
1. Scenario, dialogue, lyrics, songs, 
dances, costumes, scenery, staging, 
lighting, properties, programs, and 
management. 
2. Carry-over: Since this is a cooperative 
venture it is a natural for integration 
a) with all activities of the music 
program listed above, 
b) with the general curriculum, 
(the music play may grow from any 
unit of study in the social 
studies program, especially art, 
English, physical education) 
c) with school and community life. 
IV. JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL LEV~L 
A. All activity of the previous levels, both 
group and individu~l, with growing attention 
to individual efforts. 
B. Create a school song (or other or i ginal songs 
as the need arises) either a group activi ty, 
... 
or chosen by vote of class from indi v i dual 
compos i t ions. 
c. Orchestrate school song or write instrumental 
oboligati or accompaniments for any songs 
sung by class. 
D. Write original drum rhythms for marches, 
waltzes, and other forms of music. 
E. Create folk dances for music of folk type; a~, 
dances of modern dance type. 
F. Develop musical plays from known songs. 
G. Talent shows in which each unit creates its 
own 11 actu. 
~ 
" H. Original music plays. 
I. Carry-over: More interest in the school music 
program; cooperation with other departments. 
(Other departments will sometimes request 
original songs on various subjects.) 
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V. S~IOR HIGH SCHOOL L~VBL 
A. All activities of junior high school level. 
B. Special activities for the specially talented 
students who are taking theory and composition 
courses. More attention to individual compo-
sit ions. 
VI. TEACHER TRAINING, JUNIOR COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY 
The ni~~t - logical place -to iay th.~ fo~ndation 
for• the building of the creative attitude and 
approach in education is in the teacher 
training institutions. If the prospective 
educators were imbued with the creati~e idea 
when they were learning the materials and 
techniques of teaching, much more effective 
teaching could be done and much energy and 
effort saved. 
If our young people came out of the colleges 
and universities steeped in the ideas of 
creative teaching in all areas, as well as 
trained in musicianship, children of all school 
levels would receive the benefits. One of our 
aims, therefore, should be to encourage closer 
contact between the institutions that train 
==It====---
• 
the teachers and the schools where creative 
programs are being carried on successfully. 
The instructors who have the priviiege of 
implanting philosophies and viewpoints in the 
minds of future teachers have a double res-
ponsibility; not only to themselves, but to 
the children their students will teach. 
Creative work in junior college, and university 
may naturally become more tangible, more 
specific, and may require mor_e background 
and techniques. In some of the elective fields, 
speech, literature, drama, music, art, 
opportunities for creative activity continue 
to present themselves. Truly, higher education 
can get results which are the natural culmin-
ation of the years of creative experience which 
tl:l.e student has had. With the skills which · 
have been and are ueing acquired, and the 
guidance of an inspired teacher, some really 
gratifying examples of' self-expression can 
be produced at this level. 
The joy and satisfaction which comes to the 
student when he has expressed something which 
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is really his own are even greater at this 
age than at any previous one. The respect 
which is built up for the real composers, 
artists, and authors of th~ past and present 
is imme.~surable. Artistic taste improves and 
enlarges. The realization cgmes that the 
fame of the masters is due not only to inventive 
genius out a~so to craftsmanship and hard work. 
Enjoyment and ap preciation of beauty are 
enhanced in i'ields of art i stic expression. 
A respect is gained for the efforts of fellow 
students; a wholesome atmosphere develops in 
1 
t he classroom as a result of common interest 
in such closely pe rsonal producations. 
Confidence to express one's self is an extremely 
.. 
valuaole outcome to carry into any line of 
endeavor. 
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CHAPTJ:;R V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The previous chapters presented an investigation of 
creativity as it applies to the entire educational program, 
a discussion of creative music activities as they have been 
previously considered, and a re-evaluation and listing of 
the various creative music activiti~s as they would apply to 
the present-day methods of music education. 
It is interesting to note that two of the most signi-
ficant trends in the recent investigations of music education 
have been the rise and development of creative music and the 
almost unuelievaole discovery of added musical activities 
in the elementary schools. This formed the background from 
which this study could be formulated. 
VVhereas crt::Jative music was formerly oeli8ved to mean 
either tbe actual writing of music and related activities or 
the construction of instruments, the present concept of the 
term indicates a much broader interpretation, one which 
includes the many musical activities in the elementary schools 
This made inclusion of both topics necessary. 
In this last chapter will be found a brief summary or 
the implications of this investigation and conclusions drawn 
• 
therefrom, with some recommendations believed practical for 
alleviation of the causal conditions. 
Conclusions 
One of the most significant characteristics of this 
study appears to be the implication that the creative attitude 
is of great importance in all phases of learning. The entire 
matter of creative activities cannot be considered as another 
subject or area, nor should it be a separate approach to 
education. Treated separately here merely to give it stronger 
emphasis, the term creativity was found to have many inter-
pretations. However, in considering the subject as it applies 
to the music education program, it can be concluded that 11 any 
.-. 
music activity which promotes growth and development of the 
individual child, allows him to express himself, and provides 
him with experiences according to his individual musical 
capabilities can be a truly creative activity.n1 The value 
·-
of creative activities, therefore, lies only in the extent 
to which it indi cates the individual development of the 
child producing it. 
This seemed to establish a foundation or thought on 
which creativity could be discussed since there had been 
1 Creative Music Report,£E• cit. 
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much misunderstanding of the term. The findings of this 
study contributed to a better understanding of its proper 
interpretat i on, in ooth the g eneral areas of educat ional 
thought and its application to music education. 
The outcomes of creative teaching are manifold. Among 
them can ·ne included a creative attitude, creat i ve doing, 
confidence and fa i th, adaptability, creative thought, 
resourcefulness, and enjoyment through cre at i on. These 
values suggest implications why creative teaching is necessarJ 
for bringing aoout the individual development of the child. 
Music Elducation h~u:1 a great dectl to do in furthering 
the creative spirit in education, and the creative approach 
in music education is 11 for the purpose of v i talizing and 
making more significant the musical experience of every 
child. The ess ence of its purpose is the very opposite of 
forraalized instruction and teacher-given information. The 
creative aspect of music education is not confined to the 
narrow objective of composing tunes or melodies, ·but concerns 
itself with every aspect of the developmental growth in 
music • 11 1 
The motivation for a well-integrated educational 
program may well come through some phase of creative music. 
This activity, prompted by creative teaching, can provide 
1 Morgan, Russell v., op. cit., p. 30. 
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stimulation for substantial coordination of suoject areas 
for the less :musical as well as the more talented child. 
The findings offer evidence that every level of 
instruction has a number of creative activities which may be 
included in its program. They are of all types and can be 
made to interest all types of children because they develop 
imagination and self-expression as well as develop an interesi 
in and for :music. 
These ~ctivities include singing, rhythmic activities, 
listening, original vocal and instrumental activities, the 
:music-reading program, dramatization, program planning, and 
integration with the general curriculum. ~very child in the 
class can oe included on some level in the activity and can 
thereby be made a real member of the class. 
Closely allied to the activities ment2oned are the 
factors conducive to their promotion. There must ·oe 
sufficient background for the work since one cannot create 
something out of nothing. Then, of course, the physical 
environment must be considered. The environment must both 
permit and encourage self-expression. 
The two most important factors involved are the 
teacher and the child. The child needs only an attitude, 
and that is dependent on the other contributing factors. 
What he needs is guidance and the teacher-pupil relationship 
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is a vital factor. The teacher must be an encouraging and 
constructive helper, a consultant rather than a dictator. 
It is her duty to see that the group is conditioned and the 
proper attitude established or there can be no creative 
result. The pupil reaction and the final results are the 
test of the te~cher's leadership. 
A very import~nt feature of cre~tive teaching is that 
there is no set formula for its proct:ldure. No one can say 
just how to introduce it or just what to do at any given 
time. It is necessary to repeat that it is the creative 
attitude that brings about the procedure. Conditions and 
the abilities of children and teachers vary. What would 
be a logical arrangement for one class would never fit in 
some situations. As mentioned before, it is a program of 
integration, with itself, tht:l music program, and with the 
general curriculum. 
Closely allied with the factors conducive to creative 
teaching and the proper attitude are the types of creative 
music experience. Those found to be most important are 
included in the following list: 1. sensitive and responsive 
listening to music, Ge active Oody response, 0. cre~tive 
interpretation, 4. creative program planning, 5. impersoni-
zation and dr~matization, 6. enlargement of the creative 
expression of others, 7. instrumentation for rhythm band, 
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8. creation of harmonic background, 9. creative instrumental 
music, 10. making rhythm and melody instruments, and 
11. original compositions. The last mentioned was found to 
be the culmination of all other musical experiences, but 
the background set up by the others mentioned was of vital 
importance. 
It would naturally follow that there were various 
levels of instruction at which these activities would be most 
practical. The study has set up an outline as such, with 
the carry-over indicated so that the music educator would 
be aole to note the various implications of the creative 
appro~ch. This was arranged from pre-school through 
univ8rsity levels. 
One of the indications of this outlin~ was that there 
should be a. closer contact between the institutions that 
train the teachers and the schools where creative programs 
are being carried on successfully. Certainly the teac hers 
in the te acher-training institutions have a double respon-
sioility; not only to . the future teachers themselves, but 
also to the children they will teach when they go into the 
teaching field. 
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Summary 
Thi s stv.dy seems to indicate t hat the teacher can 
heJ.p ~1eet t he challenge s of the present educat iona l program 
by considering t he i mplications of t he present conception 
of.' the •' wider goals 11 of ec:Lucat i on throug h cx•eative t eaching . 
This can be brought to her attention t hroug h the teacher-
tr:.o1 ining institut:Lons oefore s he does any actua l teac ~1ing 
and by a ctively engaging in it in her actual classroom 
pro c edures. 
There are crea tive music activiti es for all children, 
, at all educ ationa l levels. They are a means of promoting 
g rowth and development of t he indivi dual child. 
The creat i ve a pproach to integrat ion must be one t ha t 
is a sort of iimiddle of the roadu attitude, somewhere between 
t he tradi t lona l prog ram in which there is no correlat i on and 
the progressive prog ram i n wh:icll. everything is ver•y closely 
related . The last two methods are too extreme to a llow for 
the freedom and inspiration necessary for creativ e exp~ession 
However, ~usic may well oe the integrating element 
between other subjects of the curriculum and, in t hi s way, 
be a cre ~ tive force which bridg es the gap of isolated suoject 
areas and create interesting and worthwhile projects. 
• !I 
Suggestions For Further Study of Problem 
By its very nature creativity is a subject which 
presents problems when one attempts to discuss methods of 
~ - - "'" .. . -
procedure since classroom situations 1 teachers, and children 
vary in each individual situation. However 1 since so many 
teachers 1 both the music specialist and the classroom teacher 1 
hesitate to attempt its many phases, it would be well for 
someone to collect a series of reports of procedure so that 
the uniniated might see how othe rs have tried it. 
Using the outline set up for activities at various 
levels of instruction a collection of varied approaches to 
each problem could prove useful. This could not be taken 
as a method for another teacher to use 1 merely an indication 
as to how it had been done by someone else. Imitation might 
be ·somewhat necessary at first, but the clever teacher is 
creative whether she knows it or not 1 . a~d the realization 
t hat some other teacher in her circumstances had satisfactory 
results might arouse in her the desire to follow suit. In 
fact, many teachers have been teaching creatively without 
knowing it 1 and if they could be convinced of that fact 1 
it would be worth the ef fort involved • 
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